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About This Game

You have a jumping tank and you need to touch the lever and open the door.
You will encounter with anti-tank hedgehogs and logical puzzles.

Levels are divided into logical and not logical, but challenging enough.
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baker jumping tank. shark tank jumping toy. goby fish jumping out tank. jumping spider tank. tank jumping into water.
jumping fish tank. jumping cromwell tank. jumping tank gif. tank girl jumping. jumping castle thomas tank engine. russian
jumping tank. plecostomus jumping out tank. jumping into bass pro tank. jumping tank badge. jumping jennie tank. jumping
kangaroo shark tank. jumping leopard tank. bastion jumping tank. fish jumping in tank. bala shark jumping out tank. jumping
spider in tank. jumping in fish tank at bass pro. tank jumping ditch. pleco jumping out tank. guppy fish jumping out tank. stop
fish jumping out tank. tank jumping and shooting. cartier tank jumping hour. jumping tank game. gap jumping tank. jumping
bugs in fish tank. thomas tank jumping castle. jumping tank steam. danios jumping out tank. jumping a tank. jumping the shark
tank. jumping into shark tank. jumping spider tank size. jumping tank steam badge. jumping out of the tank. tanks jumping into
water. bass pro jumping in tank. jumping beans tank top. arowana jumping in tank. fuel tank jumping jack. fish keeps jumping
out tank. tank jumping videos. fish jumping out tank. jumping forward shark tank. jumping tank. tank jumping trench. jumping
jumperoo shark tank. jumping jack fuel tank. jumping castle water tank. jumping tank uppercase. bearded dragon jumping
around tank. kuhli loach jumping out tank

I'm not impressed with the first 20 minutes or so of gameplay. The interface is clunky and doesn't respond well, there are UI
issues (I couldn't work out how to close out the galaxy map) and graphics are sub par on many flash games in the same vein..
Hey guys look, it's a noir period game and LA Noire was sweet. I got this game in a groupees bundle about a week after it
launched on steam . The voice acting in this game is as bad as that fruit loaf your mother has sitting in her freezer with a note
that states "Christmas 2003, Love Aunt Judy." This is a point and click adventure with basically the most generic story ever. It
even has a private eye. More like a brown eye.. A very competent Metroidvania made by Unepic (another metroidvania)
developers. You play as an entity that controls a digital "Ghost" which can possess various machines, collect items and skills and
hack her way through the spacestation.

The game feels closest to Axiom Verge but I've had much more fun with Ghost so far. It's less minimalistic, more fleshed out,
with multiple items, consumables and interactions. Also it's lighthearted and at least tries to be humorous, while Axiom Verge is
quite dark and gritty.

I bought this game on sale and can heartily recommend it to any metroidvania\/action platformer fans! :). Very fun game
Play as young highschool girl and make gang
as girl, u do girl things like be what son say "is betch"
son help me because he know many about girls
when hurt other girl feelings, they become "your betch" my son says
when you make betch gang, you have take over school or somethings
no real action like the Call of duty but very intelligence game
worth all money to buy
as man, i wonders about what wife thinks
so now i know what girls think because i play as girl
game is like puzzle, much like woman. Nice game :). 10/10 You can kill your friends and take all their stuff
- You can play chicken fight with your friends
- Squad with your friends and kill other friends
- Squad with your friends and kill enemies
- Squad with your friends and hunt
- Squad with your friends and go on a looting spree
- Squad with your friends and do quests together
- Squad with your friends and solve puzzles
- Delve into caves with your friends
- Play hide and go seek with your friends
- Chop down trees with your friends
- Laugh at your friends when they get stuck and can't move
- Laugh at your friends when they die from falling
- Get stuck running around at night scared to death with your friends
- Swim with your friends and even drown with your friends
- Build with your friends and destroy with your friends
- Live with your friends and die with your friends

If you have no friends, there are plenty of NPCs and animals to talk to. Game is an absolute gem.. I've waited for this since
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kickstart and I'm damn impressed with the story and just the art style itself.. fun,scary and frantic. how do i open the conrol
room?. You can hit monsters with a gold club
Best game in ever made 1000/10 give it an oscar
. Just picked up the game today, certainly fun, with tons of origional art and stuff! One thing I keep running into is clicking off
the game while its in fullscreen and it bugs my game out, having to restart the whole thing. I know its because I have two
monitors, but I would hope my cursor would stay in my first monitor, because I could be on a sick run! I'll definitely be playing
it for a few weeks minmum since im a leaderboard junky!

I hope the story elongates in the future, since it was short! (For me atleast).

SPOILER ALERT-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When the wife of the Salmon ninja spawned, I was like "OH MY GOD IT ALL MAKES SENSE NOW!" I have never
experienced a feeling like this at the end of a game before, so I have to say wonderful job on the story! I usually skip over story
stuff, but this one was funny and worthwhile!

Thanks for a great game!

~Shaun
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interesting and keeps me thinking. Have you ever wondered what it feels like to have a bdsm orgy with extreme sadomasochism
deviation while being dressed in adidas and covered in syringes?
Well, look no further.. I completely agree with nrosco and I apologize that I stole most of his pros and cons:

Cons:

1.No audio -- why not add some ambient music or sounds? Even the crackling fire of the torch would be appreciated.
2.No educational descriptions in audio or text -- this is a huge missed opportunity. There should be some narration or text to
provide information on what we see in the pyramid.
3.Teleport only -- should also include walking controls.
4.The 3d structure -- It kinda sucks that the structure disappears when you walk through tunnels.
5.Textures are not great -- a little more detail would be nice. I'm certain there must have been paintings on the walls?
6.The area surrounding the great pyramid looks even more ugly even from a distance.

Pros:

1. The 3d map with cutaway was well done.
2. You get to explore a pyramid!!!

I agree with nrosco that this is a lazy effort. This seems to be alpha. No music, sounds, etc, and the outside area \/ inside area
really needs more detail. Text & narration would also be a good addition.

I really hope that this is a work and progress and not a finished version because in this state, it is worth $1 - $3 at the very most.

I won't refund as I like to support education efforts, but please, update this program and add a little more depth. It is not
immersive without sound, text, or narration.

Unfortunately, I can't recommend this experience in its current state.. If you want to be a true ruski player, you must play this!. I
like to summon milk. It can be quite fun. This film is what I enjoy about steam.

I will watch this again if I can. This film is very well made and I'd quite like another.

EDIT: I have sometimes conjoured milk. I would say I quite enjoyed it. This film surpasses it's predecessor quite magnificently.
The first quest in the journey is nice, but I would rather watch this one twice.
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